This note contains an investigation of the relationships between some of the homotopy and homology groups of an (n -l)-connected space (i.e., a pathwise connected topological space whose homotopy groups of dimensions < n all vanish).
Let X be an (n -1)-connected space, and let A be a set of generators for the nth homotopy group, 7rn(X). For each a e A, let Ealn+l be an (n + 1)-cell with boundary San; let ya be a fixed reference point of San; XO a fixed reference point in X; and letf.: (Sa", ya) -+ (X, xo) be a mapping representing the element a e 7rn(X). Suppose that u Ea"+' is topologized aeA so that the cells E:n+1 are mutually separated and let E be the topological space obtained from u E "n+ by identifying all the points ya to a single aeA VOL. 34, 1948 point yo. Let S be the subset of E.obtained from u San by the above aeA identification. Since the mappings fa carry y. into xo, they induce a mappingf:(S, yo) -* (X, xo). Finally let X* be the identification space obtained from E u X by identifying each point y e S with its image f(y) e X. Then X may, in an obvious way, be considered as a subspace of X* and the above identification induces a map F: (E, S) (X*, X) such that FlS = f.
It is easy to see that X* is n-connected. The results of this note are based on a consideration of the relations between the homology and homotopy groups of X* and X. If n + k > 3, superposition with hk induces a homomorphism tk: 7rn+k(X*, X) -* 7rn+k+l(X*, X); if a e in+k(X, X) is represented by a mapping g: (En+k, Sn+k-1) -+ (X*, X), then ik(a) is represented by ghk:(En+k+I, S+1+k) ) (X*, X). Similarly, superposition with hk+10 induces homomorphisms 7tk:7rn+k(X) 7rn+ k+l 1(X) 7k* tn+k(X*) 7n+k+l(X*)-
The homomorphisms 7 k, 7)k nk combine with the homomorphisms of the homotopy and homology sequences of (X*, X) and the natural homomorphisms of the homotopy sequence into the homology sequence to produce a double ladder:
... -7rn+l(X) 7 1rn+l(X*) 7r+ (X*, X) 7rn(X) a3 I'ml i2 1771* j2 1vl 62 10 il j . .7r,+2(X) -* 7rn+2(X*) -* 7n+2(X*, X) -) rn+I(X) > 7rn+l(X*) 7n+l(X*, X) -+ 7rn(X) ( Suppose now that n > 3. Then 'l is onto and the kernel of 'l is 27r^+ (X*, X). Moreover, since vrn+(S"n) is cyclic of order two, '10 maps 27r.(X) into zero. Define a homomorphism sP:,rn+2(X*) -* 7rn(X)/2wn(X) as follows: if a e ,r+2(X*), choose # e 7r+1(X*, X) such that ',(#) = j2(a) and let sp(a) be the coset of 27r.(X) which contains Zl(i3). Then the image of so is Kernel ?Jo/27rw(X) and the kernel of s is the subgroup Q of 7rn+2(X*) generated by the subgroups Kernel j2 and Image l*. Since the homotopy sequence is exact, Kernel j2 = Image i2; and since X * is n-connected and n + 1 > 2, Image 1* -Kernel p2*. It follows easily that 7rn+2(X*)/ Q % H-+2(X)/Image p2.
The group Image p2 is the group En+2(X) of spherical homology classes. If we further assume that 7,+2(X) = 0, further results can be obtained.
VOL. 34, 1948 In this case H.+3(X)/Z,n+3(X) is isomorphic with H.+3(X*)/If+3(X*).
The latter group can be computed by applying Theorem 2 to the space X* and we have5 THEOREM 3. If n > 3 and 7n+2(X) = 0, then Hn+3(X)/En+8(X) Hn+l(X)/2Hn+ (X) + 2(7r,(X)), where 2(7rn(X)) is the subgroup of elements of 7rn(X) of order 2.
Summarizing, we see that if X is an (n -1)-connected space and n > 3, the groups H.+1(X) and Hn+2(X)/ E+2(X) are determined by the homotopy groups 7rn(X) and 7rn+1(X) and the homomorphism 7o: irn(X) lrn+1(X).
If also irn+2(X) = 0, then Hn+2(X) and H,+3(X)/Z +3(X) are determined by ir,(X), lrn+l(X), and flo.
The above results are closely connected with recent work of Eilenberg and MacLane.6 These authors have constructed for each abelian group 7r and each integer n an abstract complex K(7r, n) with the property that if X is an (n -l)-connected topological space such that 7ri(X) = 0 for n < i < n + h, then the homology groups of dimension <n + h of X and K(7rn(X), n) are isomorphic, while the (n + h)th homology group of K(7rn(X), n) is isomorphic with Hn+h(X)/En+h(X). The kth homology group of K(7r, n) is denoted by Hk(7r, n), and the kth cohomology group of K(r, n) with coefficients in an abelian group G is denoted by Hk(7r, n; G). The results above enable us to calculate explicitly some of the groups Hk(7r, n) with the following results: In recent unpublished work,7 Eilenberg and MacLane have defined for each space X such that7ri(X) = Ofor i < n and n < i < n + h a cohomology class kn+h+l of K(7rn(X), n) with coefficients in 7rn+1(X) and studied the influence of kn+h+l on the homology groups of X. In the case h = 1 and n > 2, the cohomology class kn+2 will be described below.
Application of the universal coefficent theorem8 shows that for any abelian group G the group Hn+2(ir, n; G) is naturaUy isomorphic with the group of homomorphisms of Hn+2(7r, n) into G. Call this isomorphism X. Now if n > 2, n1o is a homomorphism of 7rn(X) into 7rn+l(X) which maps 27nr(X) into zero. Hence no induces a homomorphism 0: 7rn(X)/27r.(X) -> rxn+1(X). Let A be the isomorphism described above; ,h:Hn+2(7rn(X), n) 7 7rn(X)/27rn(X). Then qti is a homomorphism of Hn+2(wn(X), n) into 7rn+1(X) and THEoREM 5. X(kn+2) = n1.
The abstract complex K(7r, n) has enough simplicial structure that the u i products defined by Steenrod9 for simplicial complexes can be introduced. As in Steenrod's paper, these products are used to define a homomorphism Sqn--2 :H(7r, n; G) >-* Hn+2(7r, n; G') whenever a commutative self- 
